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ABSTRACT

The resonance f luorescence of a t h r e e - l e v e l atom Interacted

wi th two high-power l a s e r f i e l d s i s invest igated in strong f i e l d

approximation. The fluorescence d is tr ibut ion i s obtained by means

o f the theory of dress ing t rans fomat ion .

The fluorescence spectrum of two-level atoas Irradiated with an

intense resonance electromagnetic f i e l d ha3 so far been invest igated more
),2).3
•0.5)

completely l '* 2 '" 3 ^ ^ ^ the main results have been verified by

experiments . More recently, much attention has been devoted to the
study of fluourescence distribution, emitted from a three-level atom driven
by one laser field or two laser fields . The experimental study
has shown that the results of fluorescence distribution coincided with
the theoretical prediction in the case of two driving fields, one is intense
and the other weak. However the study of both theory and experiment of
Quoveacence spectra for two strong lasers Is expanding. Since resonance
\Lnci ^licence distribution has played a central role in high-resolution
spectroscopy technique, therefore to study this phenomenon is very significant,
both theoretically and practically.

The purpose of the present study is to investigate the fluorescence
spectra arising from the interaction of three-level atom with two high-power
laser fields by the theory of dressing unitary transformation * .

The model we shall adopt i s illustrated in Fig.l. ' A three-level
atom having energy levels Ê  < &, < E,, corresponding to the three states
| l > , | 2 > , J3>, interacts with two monochromatic laser fields, described
by operators a, 6 and with fluorescence f ield, described by operators a .

K

The frequencies of laser fields is <n and MO respectively. WigRly arrows
a o

indicate allowed fluorescence transition, and solid arrows indicate transitions
induced by driving laser f ields. The atonic operators are C. and C,
(i » 1, 2 , 3) corresponding to the creating and annihilating processes of
atomic population in energy levels i . If we choose j{E + E_) = 0 and
Eg - E. * tt , thus the Hamilton!an of this system can be described in rotating
wave approximation (R.W.A.) aa Hi = 1)
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In view of the high Intensity of two laser f ie lds , ve shall adopt the

dressing unitary transformation technique which can formally eliminate the

c -interaction term in (l) from the Hamiltonian, yielding a dressed

representation for the system.

Consider that the fluorescence interaction term in Hamiltonian ( l ) Is

relatively a small contribution, ve may divide Eq.(l) into two parts

H and W , here

then

(3)

The remaining part of fluorescence interaction term may he treated in a
second step.

First ve t reat HQ by using a unitary transformation operator

(U)

where

is the operator associated with the total number of excitation of system

(atom + driving fields), and 6 is a free parameter. Operator T performs

a unitary transformation on HQ, it gives

fL-fHJ

(6)

Since both laser beans are high-power f ields, ve may assume a strong field
approximation

(8)

Consider the commutation relations of operators a , a, 8 , 6 and C., C. •

After some algebra ve obtain the following result

(9)

vhere

(10)

In order to eliminate the e -interaction terms, ve may choose the free

parameter B to satisfy the following equations;

(11)

(12)

we can obtain

(13)

i S

m
m

(7)
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The part of c(.a C2 Ĉ  + o C± C2) and e(B C^ C2 + B+ C* c j which indicates
the interaction between strong laser fields and the atom has been eliminated
by such dress transformation. The effects of laser fields are contained in
the parameter 6. Therefore Bq.(13) nay be considered as a Haniltonian of

three-level atom dressed ty two intensive laser fields of frequency u and W-
a p

On the resonant case, we have

f
and

Uk)

(15)

so that ve have more simplified form of Haailtonian if.

(16)

The next step 1B to consider the effect of fluorescence interaction

term Vr in dressing representation
ft

(17)

By means of strong field approximation, ve can easily obtain

on resonant case, it reduces to

have

(18)

I

(19)

(20)
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Eqs.(l6), U9) and (.20), we obtain the dressed Hamiltonian at resonant
case in the form

(21)

We see that the Interaction terms between atom and the strong driving fields
in Hamiltonian (1) have been eliminated by dress unitary transformation, but
the Interaction term between atom and the fluorescent field became more
complicated. However these complicated terms Just reveal obviously the
fluorescence processes of a three-level atom induced by driving laser fields.
In order to realize such fluorescence processes, we now discusB the
fluorescence distribution of system by a perturbation approach. From the
Heisenberg equation for (>„, we obtain

(22)

The time dependant product of the operators in an integral term can be
obtained from the Heisenberg equations by neglecting in the zero-approximation
the non-diagonal term in Eq.(21), i t yields

(23)

Substitution of Eq.{23) into Eq.(22) and subsequent Integration gives

(2lt)
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We may neglect the principal parts in Eq.(2l() because they yield only small

Lamb shif ts in the energy levels . i s the coupling constant between the

K-th mode of fluorescence field and the atom, so that > ^ E a

K K K
proportional to the amplitude of the fluorescent f ie ld , thus

is

where
K - K ? S

These T- (i = 1 - 10) obviously correspond to the spontaneous relaxation

rates for transitions between the dressed Ievel3 uhown in Fig.2. Here the

wiggly arrows indicate allowed spontaneous emittions.

We can see from the present resul ts , when the detunninp

6<J) = in - ui. > 2k the resonance fluorescence spectrum consists of tena e 0
components symmetrical about the frequencies tu and uo respectively.

• D

Morever when the frequency detunning 6u = in - ID- is less than 2An, the

fluorescence spectra will overlap, if fio) = A the spectra distribution

will be seven peak lines which coincide with previous results . When the

detunning 6 = 0 , that is u =<•>„, we find the exact five peaks fluorescence

a B
distribution

X, - Yt - 7T

(27)
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t h i s i s exactly equivalent to those obtained by other authors " ' i 1 1 ^ I n

comparison with the previous r e s u l t s , the present conclusion of fluourescence

spectrum of ten components appear more general.

In conclusion, we have obtained the resonance fluorescence distr ibution

of a three-level atom driven by two high-power laser f ields by the theory of

dressing unitary transformation. I t i s hoped that t h i s study wil l stimulate

experiment work such as to confirm the present theoret ical prediction.
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